
Periwinkle
A  W O R L D  O F  I N S P I R A T I O N

Please choose one Activity for your party booking

Party Activities

Flower Crowns - $25 pp
This is such a wonderful activity,  best suited to over 8 yr olds. Artificial
flowers and foliage's are wired together and then placed onto the base
wire and wrapped in florist tape to secure. When they have reached the
desired length matching ribbons are tied on and these hold the crown
firmly in place. Such fun to wear and look very sweet hanging over a
mirror or door.

Sun Catchers - $20 pp
Beaded sun catchers are so much fun to make and ideal for little ones.
They can choose their beads and we teach them how to thread on. The
light catches and sends prisms around the room when the sun shines.

Fairy Silhouette Lantern - $20 pp
A glass jar is dusted with glue & glitter, then a silhouette black fairy is
added to the inside. The top of the jar is decorated in a whimsical look and
then a battery light is added to the centre so that the fairy is silhouetted
against the jar in a beautiful authentic glow.

Crepe Paper Lantern - $16 pp
A mason jar has colourful crepe paper squares glued onto the outside of
the jar. Cut out butterflys, stars & hearts can be glued on as well.
The lid is then decorated to match and a little battery light is placed in the
middle. A gorgeous glow shines through the coloured jar, a perfect and
unique nightlight for any youngsters room



Party Activities cont.
Decorated Flower Letter - $22pp
Each child is given the paper mache letter of their first name.
It is painted and decorated with artificial flowers & berries.
These are really fun to do and can hang or stand when finished.

Unicorn Dream Catcher - $25pp
A fun and creative activity for 6-10 yr olds.
The younger children will have a modified web design and the older ones
can try their hand at the middle web, with the help of an adult.
Unicorn ears and horn are added then flowers to decorate the forehead.
Colourful wool & lace strips added to the bottom of the hoop and of
course glitter for the final whimsical look.

Fairy Wand - $14 pp
Sweet activity for the little ones, east to hold wand, decorated with bling
and a choice of ribbons to wave around

Solar Fairy Luminaire Lantern - $25 pp
This delightful project can be adjusted to be Fairy, Halloween, Xmas or
Unicorn. Inside the glass jar is decorated with sparkly embellishments,
moss, flowers and a focal point e.g little fairy, then the solar top
attachment is added and then decorated around the top edge with
matching bits & bling. At night these gorgeous jars turn on as if my magic
and make a pretty glowing night light in their bedroom.

 Fairy Moon - $16 pp
This delightful & popular activity is ideal for younger children (4-7) as no
hot gluing involved.
Children choose the colour to paint the moon, it is dried then gems, stars
etc and glitter to embellish.
A pretty hanging adornment to their bedroom.



Party Activities cont.
Coloured Extension Hair Braiding - $20 pp
Girls just love these braids, we just braid into their hair and what a
gorgeous result.
They can choose the colour and we’ll do the rest.


